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turns its back
on fees pr tests

DITS
By Darragh Clifford
THE Dublin Institute of
Technology Students' Union
(DITSU) has dramatically
withdrawn their support from
Union of Students in
Ireland' (USI) campaign on
third level fees. The decision
came ju t two day before
USI staged one of its largest
on
demonstrations
yet
Budget Day.
According to DITSU
Pre ident Hugh O'Reilly, the
decision was made by
DITSU's Executive Council
on December 2nd not to
~upport USI until the focus
group set up to examine the
national campaign has issued
its finding. The report is
to be fmalilcd by December
13th.
Paul Malone, President of
DIT Aungier Street tated
that "it was an executive

Paul Malone. President -it
was an executive decision
not to support USI in
their protest against

fees"
deci ion not to support USI in
their protest against fees. All
. run around and
make a lot of noise. without
making a tangible argument.
They are not prepared to meet
half way. We do not want to
jeopardise our students'
education by taking part in

these protests." However
Colm Jordan, President of
USI tated that while he
respects DITSU's decision,
participating in protests i not
going put students' education
at risk. "Having a registration
fee of _1,000, which was
suggested in the Budget,
jeopardise
the
would
education of students far
more than going out and
protesting for an hour". he
said.
"USI is not a trade union so
we cannot go on strike. All
we can do is negotiate. We
did this for two years. We sat
down with the Minister (for
Educalion), and be
.
us
sun., moon and stars,
but after the election he threw
it back in our faces. All that is
left to do is protest" stated
Jordan.
Another site president with
DIT
told
the
DIT

DIT honours Quinn
and Finucane
Former Republic of Ireland soccer star Niall
Quinn swapped his jersey for a graduation
robe when DIT awarded him with an honorary
degree in philosophy at a ceremony at the
Royal Hospital. Kilmainham.
Also receiving honorary degrees on the day
was RTE broadcaster Marian Finucane and
educationalist WiIliam Salters Sterling.
Quinn was awarded with a Doctorate of
Philosophy for his exceptional contribution to
Irish life and for the enjoyment he has given
to the public during his long career as a
professional footballer.
Marian Finucane. also conferred with a
Doctorate of Philosophy, was honoured as one
of the country's most respected and
experienced journali ts and as a distingui hed
figure in public broadcasting.
Speaking to the DIT Independent, Niall
Quinn said that "it is a great honour and I am
very proud. It is wonderful to be here.
especially as it is in Kilmainham. as I was
born only up the road.
"At the moment, I am just catching up on
things I should have done a long time ago.
Generally just enjoying myself. I'm winding
down. trying to get the right balance. We're
moving home shortly, so I'm looking forward
to going to a few hurling and Gaelic football
matches." While proposing the honour on

Independent
that
while
DITSU officially wanted to
distant them elves from the
campaign, they would not
prevent
USI
from
independently rounding up
DIT students to take part in
protests.
However,
when
USI
Deputy
President
Noel
Hogan tried to put up posters
informing tudents of the
Budget Day protest in
Aungier Street, he was asked
to take down the posters and

Street Students Union.
DITSU's deci ion not to
support USI's campaign
comes at a time when almo t
every other college and
university in the country are
getting bodies out on the
street to protest. Students in
Athlone. Galway. Mayo.
UCG. UCD. UCC. Trinity.
Dun Laoghaire. Carlow.
Letterkenny. Sligo. St Pat's
Drumcondra, Maynooth and
Limerick
have
been
protesting. But the country's
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Niall Quinn and Mafian Finucane:
honoured by DIY
Quinn, DIT President Dr Brendan Goldsmith
recognised the significant and po itive ways
in which Quinn has used the public support he
receives to the benefit of others.
Speaking at the event, Or Goldsmith stated
that "the three individuals we honour today
have made an outstanding contribution in
their respective disciplines and have each had
a significant impact on the live of others.
They reflect three diverse areas, all of which
play a huge part in our society today."

decision to go it alone will
hurt the campaign.
The issue of student fees i
very much a national is ue
now. In the aftermath of the
Budget both TV3 and the Pat
Kenny Show on Radio One
felt it necessary to consult
USI for their opinions on the
Budget. Buried in Budget
2003 are documents that
shows
the
Independent
Estimates Review Committee
proposed a 50% increase in
the student registra~'=n~IW~"-
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Grangegorman finally kicks off
By Miguel Delaney

Hugh O'Reilly
Hello everybody. Christmas
is upon us and I hope you
are all looking forward to
this holiday season. I
suppose I should extend a
very merry Christmas to you
all and I know your
Christmas will be a great
deal merrier if you come
along to the Students
Union Christmas Carnival in
Spirit on Abbey St. this
Wednesday 18th of
December 2002 (a cheap
plug but Paulie asked me to
do it) It promises to be a
great night with 24 live
dancers, flame throwers,
jugglers, 4 rooms of
differing entertainment,
masseuses, fortune tellers
and lots, lots more. So
please come along and join
in the Carnival atmosphere,
it promises to be a night to
remember... (even cheaper
plug I know)
I do not want to be
Christmas Humbug but
after Charlie's Budget last
week it spells leaner times
for all in the education
sector, with the third level
sector feeling the pinch
most acutely. The pressure
is now being applied to reintroduce fees and students
need to get their voices
heard on the issue. If you

a~

~

of the'
uctlon of
fees then let us know in the
Students Union and we will
do our best to represent
your views.
On a lighter note,
congratulations to those
DIT students, particularly
Kevin Street, where a large
proportion of you joined in
on the protest at the Dail
on the day of the budget.
10K: Just to let you know
that the money raised by
you - the students of DIT •
for the children in Belarus is
near approaching 05,000
and we still have a lot more
cards to collect.
Congratulations to
everyone. The amount
raised is a massive success.
Anyone who has not got
their cards back please do
so as soon as possible.
Finally just to inform you
that the students Union will
have its first ever DITSU
Council meeting on the
Grangegorman site on
Decemberl2th . It is an
historic occasion for the
union to be able to host an
official meeting on the site
and may it be the first of
many for the future. Also
may I wish the sports clubs
every success on their new
home ground. The sports
pitches in Grangegorman
hosted the DIT soccer club's
first home fixtures last
week on the site.
May you all enjoy the
very best this festive season
and we look forward to
seeing you all again in the
new year. Merry Christ":las
from your Students' Umon.
Hugh

IT HAS been a long time
coming but Grangegorman is
finally open to DIT students.
Those planning to turn up to
lectures will have to wait
some time yet though, as the
site is merely DIT's new
home sports ground.
As part of the Institution's
planned
move
to
Grangegorman, DIT's sport
teams will be using St
Brendan's Gaelic Football
team's pitches, which are
situated on the grounds, as
their new base.
This move marks the first
time DIT's teams have had
their own home ground. In
the past. they have had to rent
pitches such as the VEC
Terenure in order to play and
train.
The absence of a home
ground was often blamed for
teams' poor performances in

Grangegorman is finally open to DIT students

major sports. It is hoped that
the stability a home pitch will
provide will help DIT's
teams compete on a higher
level in third level sports.
DIT Aungier Street's sports
officer Herbie McLelland is
delighted with the site. "On
behalf of the sports officers in
DIT, it's great to finally have
our own home ground. I've

waited 22 years for this to
come."
"It's great to be able to talk
to our own groundsman and
have our own equipment and
changing
rooms,"
said
McLelland.
"The pitches need work
and development but it is a
fine playing field for students

and only a mile away from
the Bolton Street campus."
Mr McLelland was also
grateful of the work done by
both the DIT Students
Administration
Officer
Deirdre
Coughlan
and
Grangegorman's Dr Noel
O'Connor.
"They gave first class help
and because of them we're

€274.000 taken for Aungier
Street development
By Aisling Casey
IN AN effort to secure the completion
of the Aungier St development, the
DIT Independent has learned that
€274,OOO was taken from the student
development fund.

The money was used to complete
the new student union area in Aungier
St. This fund was being used to save
money from each tudent's capitation
fee every year to fund student
services in Grangegorman when
building would begin.
DITSU President Hugh O'Reilly
said, "The money was always meant
to be for Grangegorman. The money
was never intended to be used for the
Aungier St development. But from
the beginning money was tight. It
wasn't supposed to be taken out".
The Aungier St development ran
into difficulty when money ran out to
fund the completion of the building.

However, dipping into the student
development was not enough to
finish the work. At present, there are
two developments left to complete.
One of which, the refitting of the old
library, has already been approved for
funding. However, the new canteen is
awaiting a government decision on
funding.
Hugh O'Remy told the DIT
Independent how funding for the
canteen was mismanaged. "The
design and layout of the canteen was
all wrong from the beginning. They
(DIT management of the Aungier St
development) didn't look at it
properly and it had to be redesigned.
More money had to be thrown at
redesigning it". He added that DIT
rushed into giving a submission to the
government and were turned down.
They have put forward another
submission and are waiting a
department decision which may not
be until after the new year. March is

now supposed to be the opening date
but that does not seem real at the
moment". he said.
Michael Mamane, Co-ordinating
and services officer feels work in
Aungier St is going well. He said, "At
the moment Aungi
• nearly
complete. There are two projects left
to complete. One is the refitting of the
existing library, which has been
approved for funding. Also, some
work on the 5th floor has been
approved and the students union is
also coming towards completion".
However he added that the only
problem left to solve is the canteen.
"There will always be some issue to
clear up but 99% of the work ~ done.
My understanding is that people in
Aungier St are happy".
DIT is now awaiting a government
decision on the final canteen design.
Until then work. on the new canteen is
at a standstill.

Hospitality management set for fa e-lift
HOSPITALITY management in
Ireland is set to move to a new level
following a study launched by DIT,
which highlights the areas of the
sector in need of revamp.
Minister of State at the
Department of An Taoiseach, Mary
Hanafm has finally launched a major
national study of hospitality
management education carried out by
DIT. The study entitled 'Hospitality
Management Education in Ireland'
examines all undergraduate degree
level programmes in Hospitality
management and Hotel and catering
management in Ireland.
The demand for food and
hospitality services is growing each
year within the leisure, industrial,
business, health and education
sectors, however a decline in Leaving
Certificate numbers by 25% is
expected by 2010, which will
inevitably affect this sector. The
study provides a wide range of
recommendations for approaching
this area of education in the future.

Mary Hanafin
has finally
launched a
major

national
study of

hospitality
management

education
The DIT study surveyed students,
lecturers and industry figures to find
what the feeling was like on the
ground. Dr Noel O'Connor, Faculty
of Tourism and Food at the Institute,
who led the study, said, "In addition
to the many challenges higher
education is facing over the coming
decade."
He added that incorporating
"demographic considerations, the
impact of technology on learning,
access to research funding and
growing competition abroad, the
hospitality management area itself is

facing its own particular demands
which educators must reflect in
cunicula"
According to result from the study,
students and graduates of the
hospitality management area are on a
whole satisfied with hospitality
management cunicula. However, the
study highlights the growing demand
to expand and develop certain areas
of programme content. The areas
pointed out for development are
information technology, international
business, creativity and innovation.
Interestingly, people in the
hospitality management sector are
keen to read the feedback in the hope
of attracting more suitably qualified
graduated. From the reports first
findings, it appears the image of the
hospitality industry is the principal
motivating factor in a student
undertaking a programme in
hospitality
management.
The
Minister's decision to launch the DIT
study is a major step in developing
the sector.

here now" It was DIT's
soccer players that had the
honour of being the first
students to play on the
Grangegorman pitch as they
took on Limerick IT there on
Tuesday December 3.
The day was however
spoiled as Mickey Whelan's
team lost 1-0.

Four week
wait to see GP

for the

~=~.He
sQI. ·OUr
~
considerably
(jf more than

1500

new Aungier St
complex. There has been no increase
in nursing or medical times as a

students at

consequence. Hence our waiting list
~ be more than 4 weeks in
itMnce-.
HOwever, medicat staff lit the
heatth c:.entre have become
Increasingly frustrated by the
Pr9bfem and they
~

student

union_"",

stUdent services to ~ the issue
While there are
dott<ws
practidng at the ~I ce.otre. only
2 hours of surgery
~ep
day. However, there are 2 nurses
available from ~ 4NlCh _ to
deal with medical ~
Deirdre Corcoran. Student 5eMces"
Informed the OtT Independen that
doc.tors' hours at the centre WQUId
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Colleges cash crisis
By Barry J. Whyte
THE Council of Directors of
Institutes of Technology has
warned that a financial crisis
is looming for the next
academic year.
The Chairman of the
Council, Professor Ciaran
O'Cathain, said that the level
of services currently being
provided would be reduced in
the coming year.
of
Irish
Institutes
Technology may be forced to
borrow heavily to keep going
next year. The shortfall is
expected to be in the region

of €40 million.
At the moment, DIT are
redirecting funds which
should have been used for
Grangegorman to finish the
Students Union in Aungier
Street and they have had to
apply to the government to
get funding to finish the
canteen.
The Institute is still
waiting on a decision from
the government on that
funding.
Professor O'Cathain also
said that the institutes had
been committed to certain

financial arrangements by the
Department of Education and
the Department of Finance
through the Partnership for
Prosperity and Fairness
(PPF) which means that they
are spending money the did
not anticipate having to
spend.
This will impact heavily on
the amount of money
available for provision of
services next year.
This comes at a time when
the matter of a reintroduction
of fees in order to fund third
level education has become a

major issue. Student protests
at Minister for Education
Noel Dempsey's suggestion
that full fees might be
reintroduced indicated the
strength of public feeling
about free third level
education,
which
was
introduced
under
the
Rainbow Coalition in 1995.
Current
Minister
for
Finance, Charlie McCreevy,
called the abolition of fees by
that government a retrograde
step.
Noel Dempsey is currently
in talks with the OECD on an

alternative means of funding
third level education.
of
The
Institutes
Technology, however, are not
the
only
third
level
institutions that will be
feeling the pinch next year.
Both Trinity College and
NUl Maynooth have ordered
a freeze on new jobs and
others are expected to follow.
The president of UCD Dr.
Art Cosgrove has said that
the government can't afford
to maintain a university
system that is internationally
competitive.

International students angered by fees
By Aed1n DonneUy
INTERNATIONAL students
attending Irish universities
have angrily protested about
tuition fee increases.
The non-EU students,
some of whom pay up to
€20,OOO a year, have
approached An Taoiseach,
Bertie Ahern and Noel
Dempsey,
Minister
for
Education, about the matter
and are planning a national
awareness campaign. They
will also be contacting their
embassies in the State.
Non-EU students attending
DIT fare only a little bit
better than their counterparts
in the State's Universities.
This college's Admissions
'DIT
office
told
the
Independent'
that
international student's fees
for the academic year

Furious

Cork
students

protest
THOUSANDS of Cork
students took part in a huge
demonstration against the
announcement of
government education
cutbacks.
The protest, organised by
the Union of Students in
Ireland (USI), followed the
mass demonstration held in
Dublin on budget day last
week. It is the largest student
rally of its kind ever to take
place in Cork.
Tommy Reidy, President,
University College Cork
Students Union said: "Just
last week students of
University College Cork
presented Minister Noel
Dempsey with 4,000
signatures from furious
students who have not
forgotten about broken
election promises or cutbacks
aimed at the poor".
He added, "Today the
same students have taken to
the streets. Student activism
is alive and well in Ireland,
and today is evidence of that
fact. This is the largest
student demonstration ever
held in Cork and sends out a
clear message to the powers
that be".

Mr Colm Jordan, said:
·We hope this does not
mean we are becoming
Ireland of the rip-offs,
rather than Ireland of the
welcomes·
2002/03 stood at €8,OOO,
regardless of the course, an
increase of €400 on the

A
previous year's fees.
source within the Admissions
office estimated that fees for
international DIT students
could be as high as €9,000
next year. This is an increase
of 12.5%, which exceeds
even the Irish inflation rate
(4.25%).
Irish colleges have been
aggressively recruiting nonEU students over the last five
years, partly because they
provide such a high fee
income, compared to Irish
student$.
According to the DIT
Admissions office, there
were 562 applications from
international
students
wishing to study in DIT last
year; 72 of the students were
accepted.
Roughly 22,000 students,
both full and part-time, attend
DIT, this means that non-EU

students represent less than
half a percent of the student
body.
The Union of Students in
Ireland (US!) has called on
the Department of Education
to investigate why the fees
are so high. The president of
the USI, Mc Colm Jordan,
said: "We hope this does not
mean we are becoming
Ireland of the rip-offs, rather
of
the
than
Ireland
welcomes".
Because places for EU
students are subsidised by the
Government,
non-EU
students have always paid
higher fees.
However, recent increases
have angered the students,
particularly those in UCC
and Trinity College. The
students have accused the
of
charging
colleges
exorbitant fees and not

justifying the increases.
'The Irish Times' reported
that a letter to the Taoiseach
and Mr Dempsey, from a
group of UCC medical and
dentistry students, expresses
serious misgivings about the
situation.
"The fees for the medical
and dental students rose from
the current € 18,670 to
€20,316 for the next
academic year (2002-2003).
The fees for medical and
dental students from outside
EU comes to more than the
average disposable income of
people in Ireland.
It is
obviously not a small
amount. However, unlike
universities in Britain and
America,
the
National
University of Ireland has not
introduced scholarships or a
loans system for college
fees".

DIT jol. SI
LIIke's I•
......re
THE Minister of State Sile
de Valera, TO has opened a
new translational research
laboratory at St Luke's
Hospital In Dublin, which is
a joint venture between
Radiation and
Environmental Science
centre and the Department
Of Radiation Oncology at
the DUbtfn hospital. It is

orrs

designed to be a research
facility linking basic
radiation research with
dinfcal practice. It is

to

designed
make progress
in the areas of treatment
techniques and protocols
and is a fine example of the
multi-disclpllnary cooperative approach to

research, whkh will have a
real beneficial outcome for
patient care. The resea«h
hopes to minimise side
effects of radiation on

cancer patients.

...........
......rer

DIT teaurer Thomas

Cooney has published a

new bOok on
entrepreneurship, aimed at
undergr8ffuate

~book,
~

'New venture
CreatIon In Ireland " is

I,==:to

ovkIe:

New Delhi students set to take
DIT Journalism Degree
FROM next year, students
from New Delhi will have
the chance to take DIT's
BA in journalism following
a partnership agreement by
the Institute and the
Institute of Integrated
Learning
Management
(fiLM) in India.
DIT's
Director
of
Academic Affairs,
Dr
Frank McMahon recently
visited IILM, along with
other members of the
validation panel to endorse
the new venture.
Dr McMahon said, "The
panel is very pleased to
recommend
that
this
programme be validated.
We discussed ways in
which, the course material
needs to be adapted - for
example
a
working
knowledge of Hindi will be
essential - but otherwise,
students in New Delhi will
learn and be assessed on the
same basis as their
counterparts in DlT".
He added, "It's a very

Amy O'Neitl, a second
year student in the
8aI1ymun-Junior

~Schooland

a tenor saaophone with the
OIT's WInd Band project,

"been~aHIgher
Achiever's Award by the

Students at the university are looking forward to the new degree

exciting development, and
we hope there may be
further opportunities for
syoergy with fiLM in the
future"
Speaking from New
Delhi, the Head of the
School of Film and Media
at IILM, Mr Surya Prakash
said, "I look forward to

greater
to
greater
collaboration between our
two
media
schools,
including
media-impact
research" •
The
3-year
degree
programme
will
be
deUvered in New Delhi by
the School of Film and
Media at fiLM.

The course will be very
similar to the journalism
course currently running in
DlT. The programme hopes
to provide a high standard
of professional training and
education, as well as
instilling
and
understanding of ethical
issues
facing
young
journalists.

Royal Irish Aqaderny of
Musk for her performan<»
at a recent grade two musk
exam. This young musidan's
career began in St. Joseph's
Primary SdIooI
she
pIaw'ed
rec«der In a
'Breeldng theCvdt'·
inidatlve. ThIs
was

so

-The

'Wind Band' pI'oJect.. put
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~m
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~Of ~ue:ation"
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Dempsey considering ·Iearn
now. pay later· scheme

DfT Independent

Repercussions for
DITSU protest decision
DITSU'S decision to refrain from taking part in last weeks
largest fees demonstration can be looked on in two ways; as
a responsible decision by the union in the protection of their
students education or a bad decision which will now cause a
rift in student solidarity.
The latter actually seems more appropriate for one simple
reason. The fact that if fees are reintroduced, thousands of
students will actually be eliminated from third level
education as they will not be able to afford to go to college.
Lets not be naieve here, students education was in no way
being jeopardised by USI when they decided to take to the
streets and protest on one of the most important days of
the government calendar, Budget day. In fact, what could
have gone wrong? The Minister for Education, Noel
Dempsey has refused to negotiate over the fees issue
recently and he is adamant that the only solution is to
reintroduce them. What students need to show is solidarity.
Not only that, but we should not forget how quickly Minster
Dempsey threw the fees issue at students as soon he got his
place on the government bench.
From the outset the DIT Independent has strongly
supported the student campaign in saving our generation
and future generations from falling behind in terms of an
educated workforce. While students are willing to meet the
government half way, Minister Dempsey has made no
attempt to hold his hand out and offer help.
Although DITSU can not take back their decision now,
they will have to do all they can to regain the trust of other
colleges around the country. Maybe DITSU can interact more
with students on the ground to find out whether their
students actually want to protest for their right to a free
education.

Students full of spirit
The recent budget has imposed an increase of 2Sc on a
single measure of spirits and 3Sc on 'alcopops', the sugary
bottled drinks, which are especially popular with underage
drinkers. The Government is attempting to curb the youth
drinking culture in Ireland, Le. the fact that we drink while
underage in the first place and that we drink to excess when
we do. Although commendable, this move is lacking in any
imagination or determination in tackling the problem. There
seems to be an attitude held by decision-makers that young
people, underage and students, woke up one morning and
decided to drink more than any other social grouping in the
country. Like any culture, the youth drinking culture has
developed over time. Young people have no problem with
drinking to excess on a regular basis and a 10% price
increase on selected drinks will not affect this in the
slightest.
If the Government wishes to really confront the problem.
they must address that the youth drinking culture is a
product of this country and did not appear overnight.
Alcohol Is ~. Pet Kenny recently gave away free
bottles of Champagne on the Toy Show. Milo Corcoran, the
head of the second-largest sporting organisation in the
country. suggested that those without Sky Digital should
watch the Irish soccer team in their local. When an
impressive foreign leader comes to Ireland, Bertie Ahern
takes him down the pub for a pint.
These examples don't seem inappropriate or out of place.
This is the point that the Government seems to be missing.
The youth drinking culture is a product of the national
drinking culture and one will not be remedied without the
other one. This move shows that the Government wants to
stop young people drinking so much but also shows that
they have no idea how to do it. The first step politicians
should take is to open their eyes and recognise that this
problem didn't simply appear overnight.

......................................................................................................................
It is the policy of the DIT Independent to correct any
inaccuracies as soon as they occur. An corrections or
clarifications will be printed in the next edition of the
newspaper.lt is also the policy of the Dit Independent to
offer the right of reply to any person who feels
aggrieved by comment or opinion contained within.
Please forward any such comments in writing to the
Editor. The views expressed do not necessarily reflect the
policies of the Students' Union.
The DIY Independent
Room A418 (The Newsroom)
DIT Aungier Street, Dublin 2
Tel: (01) 4023071 Fax: (01) 402 3284
email: diteditor@hotmail.com

By Barry Whyte
THE
Department
of
Education are currently
considering a "learn now, pay
later" scheme in order to fund
third level education.
The scheme would work
on the premise that a student
would not be charged any
tuition fees while in college
but would make some
contribution from their wages
after graduation once he or
she reaches a certain income
threshold.
This system is, the Minister
is at pains to point out, just a
suggestion. He is currently
examining a number of other
countries' systems in order to

find the best manner of
funding third level education.
Other options to fund
education include: a full
return of fees, which were
abolished in 1995; the
involvement of banks in
providing low-cost loans to
students and an increase in
the annual registration charge
on top of this years 70%
increase.
The Independent Estimates
Review Committee, a team of
former
civil
servants,
recently recommended that a
€ 1,000
registration
fee
should be charged.
The Committee said that
would
not
be
this

In Australia, where the
"learn now, pay later scheme"
is in operation, it is believed
to be the fairest system
available. It has also widened
the access to third level
education by students from
all social and economic
backgrounds.
The USI, however, says
that the system has lead to
large student debts in
Australia and that it leaves a
large burden on the state
since the fees may take some
time to be repaid.
The USI have opposed the

What the Budget

means to students
By Darragh Clifford
ISSUES surrounding VAT, excise duty,
benchmarking and the first-time buyer's
grant may have made the headlines with
Budget 2003, but a little-known report on
third level registration fees published with
the Budget might have far-reaching effects
for students.
Documentation released with the
Budget shows the Independent Estimates
Review Committee proposed a 50%
increase in the student regi tration fee to
€ I,000 per year. 'Ibis would mean that, in
the space of two years, the registration fee
would have increased by over 120%.
However, the move has been rebuffed
by the Department of Education, pending
the review of all third level charges due
early next year. But the committee states
that "having regard to the overall cost of
providing places at third level, the
committee believes this (charge) is a
reasonable proposal".
But apart from fees, what does Budget

2003 mean to students? The price of 20
cigarettes went up by 50 cent. While some
will see this as somewhat harsh, it is a lot
better than the €2 increase that was
rumoured in the weeks leading up to the
Budget. The price of beers. stouts. ales,
ciders and wines remain unchanged. A
single measure of spirits will now be 25
cent more expensive while the so-called
'alcopops' have increased by 35 cent. This
is a mart move by McCreevy. as he is
targeting the drinks most preferred by
under-age drinkers.

"learn now, pay later system"
and the re-introduction of full
fees, which could be as much
as €3000.
They also protested against
the increase in the annual
registration fees this year.
The Minister is currently in
contact with the OECD
(Organisation for Economic
Co-operation
and
Development) on the matter
of a suitable system of
funding for third level
education in this country,
while at the same time trying
not to disenfranchise students
from
less
wealthy
backgrounds or irritate the
USI.

Tak••
Soothing beck rnas5lige and
yoga sessions wen! some of the

free treats on offer In DfT during

National Health Awareness Week.
Professional holistic therapists
were avellabfe to work their
magic on staff and students
during the week that started on
Monday 25 November. Staff and
students could sign up for free
tndian~~

c~oryd.ga i8s!0n

Minister McCreevy: The 1 % increase
in VAT will have far-reaching effects
for all strands of society, including
students

The stamp duty on ATM cards has risen
from €6.25 to € 10 per annum, but this
should have little bearing on anyone who
has a student account, as these stamp
duties do not apply.
The I% increase in VAT will have farreaching effects for all strands of society.
including students. Students will notice
the increase in the cost of, amongst others.
newspapers. magazines. driving lessons.
takeaway foods, foods in vending
machines and cinema tickets.

Letter to the Editor

Madam,
The drink problem associated with our
Editor: Aisling casey
country should have been tackled long
Deputy Editor: Donal Griffin
ago- nipped in the bud from the outset.
News Editor: Darragh Clifford
This culture has to change - or we
Features Editor: Barry J Whyte
condemn another generation with our
Entertainments Editor: Eoin Murphy
inaction. Some or preferably all of the
following points should be implemented:
Sport: Miguel Delaney
..............................................................................................................
Ban ALL alcohol advertising (TV, cinema,
print, billboard. sports etc)
The DIT Independent is produced by
We have heard of "the polluter pays"intoxicated people being treated at
casualty departments in hospitals should
~I
have to pay for the full cost of their
treatment.
Reduce the Alcohol driving level limit
And printed by The Meath Chronicle,
from SOmg to Omg. Anyone over the limit
(by any amount) to have their license
Navan, Co Meath
_ • _ !,:v?ked for 10 years automatically.

-

unreasonable given the cost
to the exchequer of tuition
fees.

De-regulate the industry completely
(quantity of pubs and opening hours).
Massive investment into education
promoting health, sports and other
activities which change the focus from
pubs to other social activities.
Tax relief or funding for clubs. societies,
businesses etc who actively encourage
other social activities.Parents need to stop
indoctrinating their children into the Irish
pub culture.
We need a viable alternative to the
drinks industry. We need to change our
culture and our mindset. But above all. we
need to acknowledge that we have a
problem.
Is Mise,
Jarlath Molloy (non-drinker).
-

In an effortlo eduCIfe IrJsh
students on sex
, USI ha$
launched an aw

PKt

which win be distributed to
students on college 'Campuses
~ the state later this month.
The padcs, 'Wtlkh come In
seated AS envelopes. contain a
condom, a lubricant, a glove and
an information leaflet. USI have
Ia\It)Cf'ijd
campaign because
01
.dW1ti9 problem of
sexually transmitted Infections In
this country.
USI PresIdent Mr CoIm Jordan
said: -While this Is obviously
portant In its own right, there

Iittlctemphesis ontthe risks
ftom ~11y transmitted
infections. By informing students,
we are empowering them to take
full responsibHtty for their sexual
heaIth-,
A«ordfng to the National
Disease Surveillance Centre
(NOSC). the number of registered
cases of STDs Increased by 298

per cent between 1989 and 2000.
The number of cases of syphHlS
increased from six cases in 1999
to 46 QlseS In 2000.
HIV InfectIons have also
inaeased significantly. In the first
six months of this year. 70 per
cent of HIV infections diagnosed
were among heterosexuals. most
of them women.
Compiled by Shannon Rushe
~

__ . = = = . r • • •__
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The Colombia Three: bring them home?
With the trial recently postponed
until February, Harry J. Whyte
looks at the volatile Colombian
situation ...
ON the road from Dublin to
Belfast you pass through
South Armagh. On the side of
the road are a number of
signs and posters on which
the residents make quite
obvious their Republican
leanings.
The largest sign is one on
which lie the images of the
three men allegedly found
training FARC guerrillas in
Columbia: Niall Connolly,
James Monaghan and Martin
McCauley. Over the images
of the three is the slogan,
"Bring them home".
Those in South Armagh
would ask if we can trust
Columbia, a country in a state
of emergency at the moment,
to try these men. There is
plenty to support this
argument. Their case has
already been prejudiced by
public comments made by
senior political and judicial
figures in Colombia and by
David Trimble over here.

They will also be tried under
one judge and no jury. On the
4th of December, the trial
was suspended, set to resume
in February of next year.
The case was suspended as
the two key witnesses for the
prosecution, defectors from
FARC, were due to give
evidence but neither turned
up. One was afraid to travel
to the court in Bogota by road
since his life had been
threatened. No reason was
given why he couldn't travel
by plane. The witness, Mr
Edwin Giovanny Rodriguez,
was described as a former
FARC guerrilla, currently in
detention for unspecified
reasons. The second man,
John Alexander Rodriguez,
not related, was in a state
witness
protection
programme and could not be
found in time for this week's
hearing. Both witnesses are
in
State-controlled
programmes but they fail to
show. One can only guess at

The Columbia Three, trial postponed until February
the agenda of the Colombian
government. Is this the
country to which we are
entrusting these men?
Although Colombia has the
oldest formal democracy in
South America, it is a country

?
•
Buy your tickets
in advance from
your student
union shops
www.buseireann.ie

Bus
emaiL: info@buseireann.ie

tom apart by civil war. The
war pitches the guerrillas consisting of the main FARC
movement with
20,000
members or sympathisers •
and the smaller ELN against
the government and 6,000
strong
right-wing
paramilitaries.
The guerrillas claim to be
fighting for so-called justice,
equality and participation.
The drugs trade finances the
activities of the rebels. The
rural south of Columbia has
been controlled by FARC for
decades.
The American government,
with their knack for making a
bad situation worse, (for
example Vietnam. Cuba. the
early support of the Taliban)
have begun a policy of
military aid and fumigation
to destroy the coca crops.
The
fumigation
has
affected the poor peasant
fanners who have had to
move off their land because
of fears that it will damage
their health. Meanwhile,
FARC can simply move to
another part of the area given
to them during peace talks as
an inducement to stay in the
talks. It's roughly the size of
Switzerland and they use it to
produce drugs using the local
peasants.
The other branch of the
American solution to the
current war is to provide arms
for the government forces.
If indeed these men were
acting under orders from the
IRA, then those who gave the
orders were acting well
outside of any remit they
might claim to have.
Their cause is not served
by training FARC guerrillas.
FARC have caused newsmen
to come up with a totally new
title for their particular brand
of terrorism: narco-terrorism,
i.e. half left-wing terrorist
group insistent on civil rights
and half drug-manufacturing
industrial
corporation.
NtJtQqgJ1 th~ have a.human

rights agenda and intend to
address issues of injustice
and the overall political
system, it seems slightly
hypocritical when compared
to the treatment of the local
farmers.
And this is what the IRA
have linked themselves to in
this time when they are
be
supposed
to
decommissioning
and
leaving the war behind.

The
guerrillas
claim to be
fighting for
so-called
justice,
equality and
participation
This issue has relevance
way beyond its effect on
what. surely, is now a dying
peace process.
September I Ith, as we are
constantly reminded, has
changed the world for
everyone.
Terrorism is now the
number one crime in America

and Irish-Americans are noW
placing the emphasis on their
Americanness rather than
their Irishness.
Sinn Fein must be very
careful of how they deal with
this situation.
They've always been quite
good at manipulating their
own image in the media and
among their followers.
But the United States has
experienced an upsurge in
hyper-Nationalist feeling that
has impacted on their casual
support among the IrishAmerican community.
If it is proved that Sinn
Fein have linked themselves
to an organisation at war with
the United States, they will
have suffered a serious blow
in their support where they
financially need it most.
The trial collapsed because
of the Civil War in Columbia
and the emergency situation
that this has brought about.
This situation wiD not have
changed significantly by
February.
Therefore,
whatever crimes they have
allegedly committed, the
three men cannot be assured
of a fair trial. This trial must
not take place in Colombia.
It must take place in an
international court where
justice,
whatever
the
outcome, can be seen to be
done.

'Gerry Ad~ms faces tough time ahead
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r €49 deposit until 18 Jan 03 secures your place*

• Book yo r a e 0 line or by phone! - 1st time participants only

- www.usit.ie or call 01 602 1600
• €49 or UK £29 deposit secures your place until 18 Jan or pay in full
from 20 Jan*

• Pick up an application from any USIT office today
• 2nd timers - applications now accepted at your local USIT
branch, full programme fee required as dep it.
* Subject to terms and conditions. US Government elilibility criteria apply.
USIT cannot be held responsible for any alterations made to the J1 visa allocationtprOll'lmme by the US Government.
Please note that the deposit is non refundable.

Sook no\,\' on
.usif.ie
or call: 0 1 602 1600
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Luasin
HE Luas system was to
bring to Dublin a
sensible solution to
problems relating to public
transport. It was to be
operational by 2003. It was to
consist of three functioning
lines for the trams to run on.
Now, the earliest date for
Lua to be in operation will
be some time in 2004. Even
then, the opening of the lines
will be staggered. After the
TalIaght line is opened, there
will be a delay before work
on the next line is complete.
In Montpellier, the light
rail system is called le
tramway, or les Hirondelles the swallows, so named
because images of the birds
are portrayed on the trams.
One line has been in
operation since July 2001,
and the same style of
tramlines is now being
planned for Barcelona, Paris,
Lyons,
Melbourne,
Rotterdam and, of course,
Dublin.
Both
Dublin
and
Montpellier decided in 1998
that they would develop a
light rail transport service for
their respective citizens.
Dublin set itself the target of
2003 and Montpellier set
itself the deadline of 200 l.
There is a lesson then to be
learned from Montpellier.
Of course the comparison
between the two cities is not
an equal one, after all, Dublin
is a European capital and, as

T

As the date for
completion
looms closer,
Joo Lee
compares the
troublesome
Luas system to
its French
equivalent...
such, has had to deal with an
increase in population. But
this is also true of
Montpellier, which has, over
the course of the last thirty
years, moved up from the
twenty-fifth to eighth largest
town in France in tenns of
population size.
Still though, there must be
some mistake when the
European capital in question
has not been able to find the
funding
to finish
the
development of its Luas
project and Montpellier's
project was finished three
months before deadline and
within budget.
_70 million was allocated
to the development of the
required railways for les
Hirondelles by the French
government. Has this been
the difference in how the
matter of development has

been handled by both the
French and Irish authorities?
Hardly, as the Department
of Transport's estimates for
next year grants _127 million
to the Railway Procurement
Agency but also stated that
the RPA will have a
borrowing requirement of
_90 million in 2003.
There are 26 tram carriages
that have been procured
already for the Luas project.
They are currently in storage
near to the Red Cow Inn.
Each carriage means an
expense of _l.l million of the
project's funding.
The cost of the carriages is
now a drain on public
funding. This is the same
funding that will not cover
the development of the lines
in time for the planned
opening.
The longer the time these
trams are kept in storage, the
more opportunity for the
service to recoup the initial
investment is lost. More than
_28 million in public funds
will be spent on the trams. It
is impossible to predict what
level of income is being lost
by the delay to the service's
completion.
This situation is like
someone buying a television
before they had access to any
electricity
source
or
procuring a fishing rod while
in the Sahara desert. The
trams currently have no use

The Luas may be a major contribution to alleviate pressure on the existing
forms of public transport
without the tracks and power
lines they need to run on.
The Luas system seems to
be a fantastic idea. It is to be
quick and efficient. It is to be
the most environmentally
friendly option available in
public transport as it will be
electrical and without the use
of fossil fuels. The newly
designed
trams
were
conceived
with
considerations for ease of
access; there are low floor to
ensure wheelchair and buggy
accessibility and the trams
are supposed to be thin
enough to operate on most

roadways. The overarching
issue right now is that one has
to travel to the south of
France to appreciate what the
system might be like. Even
then, there is more than just
the three hundred days of
sunshine per annum to
overlook in order to compare
the situation to Dublin.
The Luas will not have the
10,000 parking spaces which
have been provided for the
tram-using
citizens
in
Montpellier nor did the
French railway system have
to be constructed around a
road system as idiosyncratic

as the one in Dublin. Not for
the French the suspension
bridges
or
tunnelling
underground that is involved
in the construction of Luas.
Only the increasingly
distant future will reveal
whether public transport in
Dublin is going to receive an
increase in the travel options
available. When it finally
arrives, Luas may be a major
contribution to alleviate
pressure on the existing
fonns of public transport but
the recent delays only serve
to remind how Irish planning
can hinder progress.

Iranian students fight for freedom
Widespread student demonstrations broke
out in Iran following the announcement that
history lecturer Hashem Aghajari had been
sentenced to death for a blasphemous,
speech he gave. By comparison, Irish
student politics seems concerned with quite
trivial matters, writes Aisling Casey
A
CRISIS
over
the
sentencing to death of a proreform academic, Hashem
Aghajari has sent thousands
of students to the streets
demanding greater freedom
of expression.
Protests began at the Amir
Kabir
University
of
Technology, Tehran's main
technical school, following
the arrest of Aghajari for
saying Muslims were not
"monkeys" and should not
blindly follow the teaching of
senior clerics, who are also
leading politicians. At a
closed trial soon after, he was
convicted of blasphemy and
sentenced to death by
hanging for his statement and
also given 74 lashes, 8 years'
exile to three desert cities in
Iran, and IO year ban on
teaching.

In protest of the conviction,
5,000 demonstrators took the
streets
chanting
"The
execution of Aghajari is the
execution of the university".
The point is that while Irish
students fight over money,
there are actually people less
fortunate in the world who
still remain at the bottom of
the ladder, trying hard to take
the flfSt step towards freedom
of expression.
Yashar
Ghajar,
a
spokesperson for the Islamic
Students Association said,
"We are not looking for a
revolution. We are looking
for freedom of expression
and
freedom
after
expression". The death
sentence is punishing Mr
Aghajari for his opinion,
which is certainly against
international human rights

Widespread student demonstrations have broken out recently in Iran
standards. Just for a moment,
pause and put yourself in the
shoes of the Iranian students.
Who would be the first
candidates for execution?
USI's Colm Jordan would
certainly be first on the list
for his continuous attacks at
the government, followed of
course by all of his officers.
Then, possibly, your own
students union although our

union tends to be less vocal
than others so this may be a
slight exaggeration. The
Minister for Education, Noel
Dempsey and the judiciary
would have a field day in
taking student bodie to court
and executing all and sundry.
In this light and the
absolute
ludicrousy
of
anything like this ever
happening in Ireland, it
makes student politics in

Ireland pale by comparison.
However,
pro-reform
students hit a wall after IO
days of demonstrations, when
they clashed with hundreds
of Iranian hardliners outside
the Tehran University.
The violence started after
riot police sealed off an area
and parked buses around the
campus to obscure the view
from outside. Students later
emerged from the university

with blood on their faces.
However, this did not halt
their protests. They emerged
jubilantly, throwing their fists
in
the
air,
chanting
"referendum, referendum" in
a call for a people's vote on
the future of the Islamic
Republic. Student protests in
Iran have now grounded to a
halt
following
the
governments' decision to ban
demonstrations.
However, Aghajari will not
backdown.
The Islamic Republic's
Supreme Leader, Ayatollah
AIi Khamenei, ordered the
judiciary to review the
verdict.
However,
the
chief
prosecutor in the case said it
is up to the lecturer himself to
lodge the appeal.
How many Irish student
activists would put their lives
on the line for the sake of
freedom of expre sion?
While Iranians continue to
fight for freedom, Irish
students will continue to fight
over money.
It really does make Irish
student politics quite petty.
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roatla:
5 m hing
di erent

By lan Mannix,
DIT Cathal Brugha St

,

hy would
you want
to go to
Croatia?
Isn't that
where the war was?' Eyebrows
were certainly raised when I
announced thi year's travel plans
- three weeks back-packing around
Croatia with my girlfriend. I admit
that when she first suggested it, I
was a little sceptical. I knew very
little of Croatia except of the
conflict that raged there in the la,st
decade. However, after chatting to
a few people and reading the
Lonely Planet guide we decided to
take a chance. It looked great, had
been a big tourist destination
during the I 980s, and most
importantly it was cheap (my
girlfriend and I are both students!),
We bought the tickets, packed our
bags and our tent, and headed for
the Balkans.
We left in late August, which is
probably the best time of year to
go. The weather is still hot and the
crowds aren't too bad. Our plans
were simple: fly into zagreb, the
capital, and then tour the coast.
enjoying some of Croatia's 1185
islands or 1800km of beautiful
beaches, which line the Adriatic
Sea.
After landing in zagreb, we
headed straight for the coast. There
isn't much to keep you in the city,
especially when it' hot, and
anyone with any sense has left for
the coast as well.
Our flfSt stop was Plitvice Lakes
National Park, halfway between
zagreb and the coast. The park is
20 hectares of wooded hill , which
hold 16 turquoise lakes, linked by a
series of waterfalls. It's a beautiful
place, and also a world heritage
site. There's a good campsite
nearby so it's well worth spending
a day there.
From Plitvice, we headed

directly to the sea, as the inland
weather was getting too hot. From
the coastal city of Split, we caught
a ferry out to Hvar Island, where
we camped. The island boasts 2724
hours of sunshine per year, and
local hotels even give you a free
night if you ever see snow there!
We took advantage of the fine
weather, pitched our tent a few
metres from the beach, and chilled
out. We also had to avoid the aging
German nudists, who roam around
many of the country's beaches and
coves!
After a few days had passed, we
caught another ferry to Korcula, a
neighbouring island. When we got
here we were lucky enough to fmd
another great campsite, again
beside the beach, with its QWD ~I
and other amenities. At
, it
was early September, and we were
able to get good value from the low
season rates, which come into
effect in many places at the end of
August. Again, we enjoyed the
beaches and cheap restaurants at
night. That's one of the great things
about Croatia; eating out is actually
affordable, not like in Ireland. In
most good Croatian restaurants, a
big pizza and a pint will only set
you back about 5 Euros.
After a few days in KorcuIa, we
sailed back to the Croatian

After landing In
zagreb, we
headed straight
for the coast.
There isn't
much to keep
you in the city,
especially when
it's hot, and
anyone with
any sense has 1':.::.'"..Ilo'oleft for the
coast as well L.-

mainland to Dubrovnik, which we
were both keen to see. This
beautiful old city had been heavily
shelled during the 1991 - 1992
conflict. Up to 2000 shells severely
damaged many of the cities historic
buildings, palaces and old tiled
roofs, for which the city is famous.
I remembered seeing this on the
news at the time, and was
interested to see how the city had
recovered.
When we arrived there we were
amazed. The locals have gone to
huge lengths to repair the terrible
damage caused and have recreated
the splendour of the city. For a
place that was so badly damaged
only ten ~ ago, there i very
little eviaerlce of the damage
rernainin& 1110 city i really Dice,
and we ~t five days there, taking
day trips. :going scuba diving and
generally just enjoying the place.
It's the nicest city I have ever been
to and I could happily have spent
much longer there.
loads of
Dubrovoik has
accommodation and restaurants
and it's one place you really
shouldn't miss. One of my most
memorable days was when I
escaped from my girlfriend for the
day and went exploring the city on
my own.

.....L-

I ended up snooping around an
old hotel in the centre of the city
that had been shelled and then
deserted after the war. It was a
surreal experience, walking around
some of the 400 empty bedrooms
and seeing the crater holes in the
outdoor swimming pool.
After Dubrovnik. the holiday
ended and we went home. I would
like to have stayed in Croatia and
would happily return. There is little
evidence of the war that only ended
in 1995. It's a very safe country
and, unlike neighbouring BosniaHercegovina, you don't have to
worry about landrnines.
Loo beyond Croa 'a's past
troub , and take the plunge. Your
friends will think you are mad, but
don't mind that. The country has so
much to offer, especially to
backpackers. The transport system
is good 80 you don't need a car. and
the weather and beaches are great.
Most importantly, for students, it's
great value for money.
Forty euros per day would cover
everything you need, from
accommodatioolO food, drinks and
activities. Give Croatia a try, as you
woo't regret it. Just watch out for
those scary nudists lurking around
the beaches, they will chill your
blood!
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NADINE Coyle missed out on Six, the
Popstars band, because she was too
young. The rules stated that she
wasn't old enough to be in the
band, and so she was drummed out
in tears.
The old adage, "if you're good
enough, you're old enough"
obviously was not something that
had occurred to Louis "Music's Very
Own Hitler" Walshe. Youth is no
barrier to talent, surely a man who
claims to have an eye for talent
should know this.
No one is saying that these people
are not talented. They all have fine
singing voices, they've all got
unthreatening good looks that
appeal to all sectors of the market
and they've all got very, very nice
(and by nice I mean bland)
personalities.
And therein lies the problem.
Although they're talented, they're
not creative. And creativity
sometimes harbours an unruly streak
which cannot be tamed or packaged
or sold to preteens without any fear
of them being corrupted. Not that
I'm claiming Nadine Coyle is a
precocious genius who was hard
done by in the Popstars programme.
She is more likely to become the
next Dana than the next Aretha
Franklin. She was just like the rest of
the young hopefuls who auditioned,
except she was a year younger. It is
the idiocy of the system that the
likes of Louis Walshe has set up that
I'm trying to highlight. If he'd been
even slightly flexible on the rules
and admitted Nadine then he may
very well have saved Six from the
fate that they've slumped to.
Louis watshe dearly failed to see
what centuries of history should
have taught him. Talent and
creativity should be nurtured, not
subjected to silly rules nd
regulatlOlls. George Harrison was 17
when ~Beat1es fltst-went to
Germany (he was latel' sent home
because he was too young to play
the seedy venues they frequented);
Pele was the youngest player ever to
play -In the World Cup 1958 (he was
then superseded by Norman
Whiteside In 1982)$ Alexander the
Great was only 20 by the time he
had conquered most of the known
world; \/yo/fgang Amadeus Mozart
was nine when he compoied and
performed his first symphony.
However, my point is not that
Nadine should have been given a
chance. My point is that Louis
Walshe's system, which he is simply
copying from the British themselves
had copied it from the Americans,
does not allow real ta nt to grow
and real creativity to shine. The fact
that it places such strict rules on the
ages of the performers when history
has proven time and time agtIln that
youth Is usually more conducive to
talent and creativity than those who
are old and set In their ways is just
one of many examples.
call them prima donnas, call them
arrogant, call them what you will,
but the creative amongst us will not
put up with the same rules that we
have to live by.
Nor should they have to. Talent
and creativity makes this dull world
a better place to be. In order to
nurture real creativity and talent, we
should scrap programmes like
Popstars, Popstars the Rivals and the
rest of them Otherwise we will get
what we deserve - a world filled
with westlifes, Sixes and tGdine
CoyIelDana hybrids.
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1. MICHAEL COLLINS
Such was the bitterness of
the Civil War and the
ensuing gulf between the
two sides of Irish society
that
the
Big
Fella's
achievements and influence
are sometimes overlooked.
Born in Woodfield, Co.
Cork in 1890, he was
treasurer of the London IRB
before returning for the
Rising in 1916.
Upon
release
from
Frongoch Prison, he reorganised the Brotherhood
and revitalised the IRA.
He changed the culture of
Irish
Republicanism,
refusing to accept the ideal
that to die for Ireland is the
only acceptable outcome.
Why not live for Ireland
and make our oppressors die
for it, he asked.
He changed the rules that
dictated that Irishmen and
women should engage in
static warfare, introducing
an urban form of guerrilla
warfare which British forces
could not overcome.
His ruthless intelligence
network paralysed the
British spy system.
From Belfast to Cork,
British agents could not
operate.
It was so effective that
some of his operatives in
Dublin Castle retired with
British
Secret
Service
pensions.
Under the Treaty, which
Collins despised, the British
conceded that Irish people
have a right to self-rule.
He knew that, while the
country wanted a republic
immediately,
if
they
conceded this principle, they
would concede a republic in
the future.

2. SEA

LEMASS

It was Lemass' fate to
spend almost his entire
political life under the
considerable shadow of the
Long Fellow, Eamon de
Valera, but this cannot hide
a life dedicated to bettering
this country and the
achievement
of
a
remarkable man.
Born in Ballybrack, Co.
Dublin, he fought in the
Rising at 16 years of age.
He was a member of
Michael Collins' 'Squad'
and he fought with the
Irregulars in the Civil War
alongside his brother Noel.
But it was as Taoiseach
that Lemass changed the
face of this country forever.
His cabinet brought about

With the
recent 'Great
Britons'
caUSIng a
million pub
arguments,
Donal GritTm
attempts to
start a million
more with his
list of the Ten
Greatest
Irishmen and
Irishwomen...
an end to economic isolation
and the absolute reliance on
agriculture as a means of
employment.
Free secondary education
introduced
which
was
brought thousands of people
into the economy who had
previously been left in the
cold.
Without Lemass, this
country's success would not
have happened.

3. CHARLES STUART

4. EAMON DE VALERA
Dev was living on
borrowed time and he knew
it. Sentenced to death for his
prominent role in the Rising,
he cheated the firing squad
through
his
American
citizenship.
This escape gave him the
determination to act, and to
govern, as he wanted.
Born with a magnetism
which commanded respect
and utter devotion, Dev was
always going to be a leader.
Once he achieved power
with Fianna Fail, he set
about doing what the
country
wanted:
the
complete removal of the
British government.
Such was his success in
this area that by the time a
Republic was declared in
1949, it almost didn't
matter. It is his achievement
that the 1938 Constitution is
a more significant historical
date
than
the
1949
declaration.
De Valera was flawed. He
made mistakes. His life is
littered with examples of
unbridled arrogance but a
man doesn't live for 92
years
without
making
mistakes.
He
balanced
these
mistakes with moments of
absolute greatness and this
is why he deserves his place
in this list.

PARNELL
Parnell was different
from Collins and Dev. They
were Gaelic Catholics and
were products of British
oppression. Parnell was a
Protestant and was educated
in Cambridge University.
If any group of people
did well out of British
occupation, it was the
landowning Protestants.
But Parnell united Irish
people,
Catholic
and
Protestant, rich and poor, in
their desire to see Home
Rule introduced to Ireland.
He
achieved
muchneeded land reform that
helped reduce the absolute
poverty of the majority of
the population.
He succeeded in uniting a
bickering
Irish
Parliamentary Party and
they held the balance of
power between the Liberals
and the Conservativ in the
House of Commons.
His party came within a
whisker of achieving some
freedom for Ireland without
bloodshed which, given the
warfare which has come
since, is an achievement of
almost
unfathomable
proportions.

S. WILLIAM BUTLER
YEATS
Yeats was born in Dublin
in 1865 but lived in London
until 1880.
He spent his holidays with
his grandparents in Sligo
and developed a love of the
countryside that never left
him.
He played as vital a role
as the GAA and the Gaelic
League in asserting the
nation's claim that the Irish
were different from the
British.
He founded the Irish
National Theatre with Lady
Gregory.
In the Abbey, plays were
produced which dealt with
an Irish subject matter but
through
English,
the
language of the majority.
As Yeats said, "I turned
my back on foreign themes
and decided that race was
more important than the
individual" .
Both for hi work as a
writer, which earned him a
Nobel Prize in 1923, and his
work in developing the
mindset of a nation, Yeats is
in this list.

Bob Geldof's
humanitarian efforts
show a man of
conscience and
conviction

6. BOB GELDOF
Bob Geldof was born in
Dun Laoghaire in 1954. A
highly intelligent man, he
did poorly in his Leaving
Certificate and left the
country. After a brief
sojourn in Canada as a
journalist, he formed the
Boomtown Rats and moved
to London.
Hi humanitarian efforts
show a man of such
conscience and conviction
that he deserves his place.
He was behind the '00
They Know It's Christmas?'
single and the 80 million
dollars raised went to
relieve the plight of the
Ethiopian people, who were
suffering from a famine,
drought and civil war.
He organised the Live Aid
concerts in London and
Philadelphia which raised
another 10 million dollars
for the people of Ethiopia.
The futility of this money in
the face of extortionate
debts led him to spearhead
the Jubilee 2000 campaign.

Bono is politically
aware of world
troubles

7. Do

0

Paul Hewson was born in
Ballymun in 1960 and hi
talent and drive propelled
U2 to the latus of the
biggest band in the world.
One would imagine that,
having written some of the
greatest
music
ever
produced he would retire to
Killiney and live off the
interest. But U2 were
always politically aware and
this was Bono's doing.
He was heavily involved
with the Jubilee 2000
campaign to cancel the
crippling debts of many

African
countries.
He
travelled to several African
cour.tries this year to
campaign for debt relief,
accompanying the
US
Treasury Secretary. Many
rock stars preach about
world issues but only Bono
is taken seriously by those
in power. This only happens
when you know your stuff
and can do damage if not
taken seriously.

8. JAMES JOYCE
Joyce's magnum opus,
Ulysses, is widely regarded
as the greatest work of
fiction ever. Which really
should be enough reason to
be in this list. The fact that
he continued to write some
of the most challenging and
consistently
interesting
prose in English certainly
guarantees his position.
The
stream
of
consciousness style was
used in Ulysses and his final
work, Finnegan's Wake,
which is a circular narrative
with no beginning and no
end. Although he wrote
plays and poetry he is more
famous for his prose,
including
the
semiautobiographical "Portrait of
the Artist as a Young Man"
and his collection of short
stories, "Dubliners".
Joyce deserves to be here
if only for the fact that his
international fame exceeds
that of Irish writers of the
calibre of Beckett, Yeats,
Shaw and Behan.

Mary Robinson, a
woman of great courage
and independence

9. MARY ROBINSON
It is often overlooked that
Mary Robinson was facing
electoral defeat until a series
of Fianna Fail cock-ups. But
one would be struggling to
find an Irish person who
thinks that Brian Lenihan
would have done a better
job.
Robinson was the fir t
president to take a hands-on
approach in the role of
president. She howed an
independence that no one
realised was mi sing from
the post.

Much to the consternation
of Irish politicians, she
shook hands with Gerry
Adams before it was
common. On the other hand,
she showed solidarity with
the victims of IRA violence
in
Warrington
and
Manchester. She visited
Somalia when the world's
leaders cowered under their
desks. As
UN
High
Commissioner for Human
Rights she showed the same
independence, and even
today, heavily criticising the
United States when Taliban
soldiers were massacred at
the hands of the Northern
Alliance. She exposed the
presidency for what it was: a
position of potential, not a
politician's
retirement
home.
She
came
to
symbolise an Ireland that
was rapidly changing:
assertive, confident and no
longer male-dominated. As
the first President of Ireland
to exercise her rights to the
utmost, she earns her place.

George Best:the first
sexy footballer

10. GEORGIE BEST
It is accepted that the
three most naturally talented
footballers to walk this earth
were Pele, Diego Maradona
and a Belfast boy, son of a
Harland and Wolff shipyard
worker.
Born in 1946, George
Be t was only 17 when he
made his debut for Man Utd.
He was only 19 when be
destroyed the legendary
Benfica team, scoring twice
in a 5-1 victory. It was thi
match which made him a
star.
His looks, charisma, style
and
staggering
talent
knocked the game of
football on its head.
He was the first sexy
footballer, replacing the
Bobby Charlton types in the
world's imagination of what
a footballer should be.
In the end, he was
consumed by the swinging
culture from which be came
but every time you see a
footballer driving a flash car
or wearing an Armani suit,
remember that Georgie
started it all.
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oca-Cola
invented Santa
Claus.
Right?
Christmas
is
therefore
a
corporate event, far removed
from the feelings of love for
your fellow man and
Christian charity. Right?
Coca-Cola, being a large
multi-national corporation,
have high-jacked a religious
festival and made money
more important than the birth
of Christ. Right? Therefore,
as the cynics would have us
believe, Christmas is not
worth celebrating at all
because
of
its
crass
commercialism?
Right?
Wrong. The belief that Coca
Cola invented Christmas is
entirely erroneous and based
on a tissue of lies which the
DIT Independent will now
sneeze a large hole through.
Santa has always been an
of
the
essential
part
Christmas celebration, but
the modern image of Santa
didn't develop until well into
the 19th century. He was an
evolutionary creation. In
New
York
1804,
the
Historical
Society
was
founded with Nicholas as its
patron saint, its members
reviving the Dutch tradition
of St Nicholas as a giftbringer.
In 1810, Washington Irving
became a member of the

Society & the annual St
Nicholas
Day
dinner
festivities
included
a
woodcut of the traditional
Nicholas figure (tall, with
long robes) accompanied by
a Dutch rhyme about "Sancte
Claus".
On Christmas Eve of 1822,
another New Yorker, Clement
Clarke Moore, wrote down
and read to his children a
series of verses; his poem
was published a year later as
"An Account of a Visit from
St.
Nicholas"
(more
commonly known today by
its opening line, "'Twas the
night before Christmas ...").
Moore gave St Nick eight
reindeer (and named them
all), and he devised the nowfamiliar entrance by chimney.
Moore's Nicholas was still a
small figure, however -- the
poem describes a "miniature
sleigh" with a "little old
driver."
Meanwhile, in parts of
Europe such as Germany,
Nicbolas the gift-giver had
been
uperseded by a
representation of the infant
Jesus (the Christ child, or
"Christkindlein").
The modern Santa Claus
derived from these two
images: St. Nicholas the elflike gift bringer described by
Moore, and a friendlier
"Kriss
Kringle",
from

Christkindlein. In 1863, a
caricaturist for Harper's
Weekly named Thomas Nast
began developing his own
image of Santa. Nast gave his
figure a "flowing set of
whiskers" and dressed him
"all in fur, from his head to
his foot." Nast's 1866
montage entitled "Santa
Claus and His Works"
established Santa as a maker
of toys; an 1869 book of the
same name collected new
Nast drawings with a poem
by George P. Webster that
identified the North Pole as
Santa's home.
Although
Nast
never
settled on one size for his
Santa figures (they ranged
from elf-like to man-sized),
his /881 "Merry Old Santa
Claus" drawing is quite close
to the modern-day image.
The Santa Claus figure,
although
not
yet
standardised, was ubiquitous
by the late 19th century.
Santa was portrayed as both
large and small; he was
usually round but sometimes
of normal or slight build; and
he dressed in furs or cloth
suits of red, blue, green, or
purple.
A Boston printer named
Louis Prang introduced the
English custom of Christmas
cards to America, and in 1885
he issued a card featuring a
red-suited Santa. The chubby

NIGHT
•

J
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Santa with a red suit (like an
"overweight
superhero")
began to replace the furdressed,
multicolored
Santas.
At the beginning of the
1930s, the burgeoning CocaCola company was still
looking for ways to increase
sales of their product during
winter, then a slow time of
year for the soft drink market.
They created a series of
drawings that associated the
now ever-present image of
Santa as a red suited fat man
with Coca-Cola and their
colours.
Coke's
annual
advertisements
became
famous, and are still used
even though Coca-Cola no
longer needs to bolster its
sales during the Christmas
period and the success of this
advertising campaign has
helped fuel the legend that
Coca-Cola actually invented
the image of the modern
Santa Claus.
The jolly, ruddy, sackcarrying Santa with a red suit
and flowing white whiskers
had become the standard
image of Santa Claus by the
1920s, several years CocaCola used their first Santa
illustration.
All this isn't to say that
Coca-Cola
didn't
have
do
with
anything
to

Contrary to popular knowledge, Coca-Cola did not
invent Santa Ciaus
cementing that image of
Santa Claus in the public
consciousness. The Santa
image may have been
standardised before CocaCola adopted it for their
advertisements, but CocaCola had a great deal to do
with establishing Santa Claus
as a ubiquitous Christmas
figure in America at a time
when the holiday was still
making the transition from a
religious observance to a
largely secular and highly

commercial celebration.
Santa Claus was a figure
derived from the giftbringing,
Christmas-time
characters of a number of
different
cultures
and
diffused
through
the
American society of the early
19th century.
Coca-Cola certainly helped
make Santa Claua ODe of the
most popular men in
America. but they didn't
invent him.
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Good Day's
ahead for
Doris

Wyclef over
the edge at
Ambassador
"I REMEMBER... when we
used to sit, in a government
yard in DUBLIN!!!!" And so
the crowd went wild. Wyclef
Jean started off on a great
Dote and didn't let the
tandard
drop
once
throughout this three-and-abaIf hour gig. Stevie G, a
Cork DJ, had warmed the
Crowd up and Creative
CoDtrole played a fIred-up
SUpport set but the minute
Mr. Fugee walked on stage,
the Ambassador Theatre
erupted with life.
Wyclef's choice of cover
versions was very clever.
After 'No Woman No Cry',
he launched straight into
House of Pain's 'Jump
Around' and every single
J)erson in the place got up
from
their
seat
and....jumped around.
We didn't sit down once
after that It's impossible to
do justice in writing to the
~ that Wyclef poured
IIlto this gig.
This may, however, have
been due to the pints of
Guinness that he was
himself
POuring
into
~ughout (or
'Black
Velvet' as he called it a~tly
Bono
had
ll:Commended it to him) but
his
enthusiasm
i
unbelievably
infectious.
Speaking of U2, we all
Ipotted The Edge in the
crowd giving it loads to Bob
Marley's
'One
Love' .
\lVY<:lef obviously spotted
hiIn too as he played an

-

By Eoi" Murphy.
IN THE midst of Dublin's
eclectic music scene lies a band
on the verge of success. Doris,
a three piece cum' five piece
band are burning up the circuit
in an effort to do what most
other small groups have failed
to do, pass out the
Commitments.

Aoife Dunne
took in a night
of the ex-Fugee,
freaky girls,
grinding men
and tunes aplenty...

In fact some worthy
comparisons could be made
with the Commitments and
Doris: they have a unique
sound that has been absent
from the music scene since the
early Picture House and
Stunning albums were released.
They are producing their own
albums, ensuring that they can
be their own bosses (no fear of
Mariah Carey syndrome here).

Wyclef Jean sent the crowd wild at the Ambassador with his creative covers
instrumental version of
'Sunday Bloody Sunday'
and every head turned to
stare at the U2 man.
The highlight of the night
followed shortly afterwards
when The Edge was invited
on stage and accompanied
Mr. Jean in a fIfteen-minute
version of 'With or Without
You'.
It could have easily come
across as a cringy, recordcompany-organised affair
but it certainly didn't seem
like that. Wyclef appeared to
be genuinely in awe of The
Edge and it did, at the time,
feel like a special moment,
even to someone like myself
who's not a huge U2 fan.
Crowd interaction plays a
major role in WycJers live
shows.
He got men up on stage
throughout the gig to 'grind'
with his two lady dancers
from New York (who were
brilliant) but threw them off
if they weren't any good.
Before '911', he invited a

competition winner on stage
and serenaded her with his
guitar and his bare chest.
There was also female
involvement during 'Perfect
Gentleman'.
He told the crowd that he
wanted a "freaky girl" to
come up stage with him
(freaky in the Sugababes
sense, not in the bearded
lady sense... ).
He finally picked one and
it all resulted in some
lapdance action on the stage.
Wyclef really did mix with
the crowd, particularly when
he walked all the way up to
the balcony area and stood
amongst us while the
daDccrs did their thing on
stage. While up there, he
spotted a 'large' man in the
crowd
whom
he
affectionately
called
'Bigman,' and invited him
up on stage to get up close
and personal with the dancer.
Bigman
graciously
a~ the offer.

I only have one criticism
of this show: there wasn't
exactly an equal balance of
original material and cover
versions. However, at the
time, it wasn't really an
issue. If I was a die-hard
Wyclef fan, I probably
would have had a problem
with the fact that the last
hour was basically just
Wyclef dancing around on
stage to songs being played
by his DJ (Aha's 'Take on
Me,' and Cyndi Lauper's
'Girls Just Wanna Have Fun'
amongst others).

However, it was irrelevant
on the nigbt because it was
JDOI'C like a huge nightclub
atmosphere than a serious
gig. Nor could a Fugees fan
have been disappointed
because he performed an
excellent medley which
included 'Ready or Not' and
'Fugee-La.'
There is no doubt that
Wyclef was there to provide
everyone with a great night

out. He knows as much as
we do that it's brilliant fun
dancing around to familiar
songs rather than sitting
through obscure Fugees Bsides. I'm sure there are
many who would question
this approach but in terms of
entertainment value, it's
unbeatable. His own songs,
like 'It Doesn't Matter' and
'Gone Til November' stood
impressively beside ye olde
disco classics that were
booming from the decks too.
It was this perception on his
part that caused this to be an
amazingly energetic gig.
without a duD moment.
After a blistering threeand-a-half hours, The Edge
appeared on stage again and
they finished with a very
'lighters in the air' version of
'Knockin' on Heaven's
Door. ' We fInally left the
at
12am,
Ambe8sador
completely and utterly
wrecked
after
an
unforgettable
night's
dancing.

The band comprises of Chris
Mc Donnell, his brother Ger
and Phil Redmond. They hope
to add drums and electric
guitar in the guise of Ken
O'Flaherty for their next gig in
an effort to solidify their
already impressive sound. The
band are a regular fixture at
the Da2 club, the newly
renovated live music venue on
Wexford Street and the Music
Room on abbey Street.
It certainly seems that the
future is bright for this year-old
band whose influences range
from the Sultans of Ping to
Travis. They are about to record
a double A-side comprising of
new songs, Don't Try Change it
and Never Ending. Dublin is no
easy ride for a young band and
for Doris, it is no exception.
They played their first gig over
a ~ ago In O'Dwyers Howl at
the Moon and have been
slogging it out on the circuit
ever since.
Bass guitarist Chris believes
that. "it is definitely a labour
of love ... what we produce
speaks for itself. we would love
to pack in the nine to fives but
first we need a foundation. I
wouldn't say we're nearly there
but we are definitely on the
way·.
So keep an eye out for Doris,
who will play in the Da2 club in
January.

they will not be judged by their
cu1cbiness but by the conteDt of
their character. I have a dIeam
today.
I have a dream that the City of
Dublin, where jacbens' lips ate
pdSendy dripping with the words
of inteI:positioa
nullification.
will he transformed into a' .
whete little culchie boy and
adcbie girls will be able to join
bands with little jackeen boys and
jackeen girl and alk together as
sisters and brothers. I have a dream
today.

I have a dream that every
jackeen will learn the value of
tilling the lan~ of ~
Murpbys, of experiencing the Puck
Fair. of inbalins lean air. Tbi is

our hope.
This is the faith

dl'eaIIled of a
jackeeas aad
by ideo t

I .·. .e.w:iD

return to the South. Wllh this faith.
we will be able to teach the
jackeens that they do Bot hold a

monopoly on this city

the

cm~" who live in iJmer-city flats
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Shortt stretches Vicar St stint
By Nicky Griffin

P

AT Shorn extended his
stint in Vicar Street,
adding six extra nights due to
the popular demand for his
unique style of comedy.
By the end of the run he
will have performed for over
14,000
people.
Shortt,
formerly of D'Unbelievables,
has taken his sell-out solo
show to Vicar Street for a
fortnight's stint.
Pat was in fine form on the
night and went down well
with his bold head, cheeky
grin
and
flamboyant
costumes.
Many of his well-known
characters
from
the
O'Unbelievables act featured
and some new ones were
thrown in for good measure.

Maurice Hickey, a local
political candidate was a real
crowd-pleaser as he kickstarted the show sharing
"Bridie's" concerns over the
plastic bags! Shorn terrorised
the audience in a very
interactive show in which he
picked random unsuspecting
punters out for a laugh.
At one point, Shorn had a
step-ladder up on the Vicar
Street balcony to stick up to
Maurice Hickey's election
posters and, as he said
himself, "to clean out the
gutters!"
Shorn's stage show proved
clever as one of his
characters was narrating and
would suddenly have a
flashback in which another
character
would
be
introduced.

Creme de la
Femme
By Boin Murphy
AST time the Violent Femmes came to Dublin they were
on a mission to promote a long awaited a1bnm release.
This time they took over the newly renovated Vicar Street to
give a h6mage for their fans.
The sold out arena was waiting with baited and slightly
beer drenched breath for a special show and what a show they
received.
For the Femmes conosoir, it bad it all from the moment
they opened the show with the familiar twanging of blister
in the sun.
They provided a healthy mix of both old and nearly new
to whip the crowd into a frenzy. It seems that even in
today's popstar and rivals market there is stiU room for the
old reDables.
One of the more impressive aspects of the concert was the
international appeal that was created by this eclectic band.
side from two crazy italian women, swilling beer and
mosbing at the fore of the crowd, there were notable
contingents of Australians, ew Zealanders, English and a
hearty coDection of Americans.
It is clear that time has not aftIicted these aging rockers as
they belted out their classic hits for neari two hours infront
of a grateful capacity crowd.
The band that started ofi' as buskers and rose to fame
with a string of catchy hits in the SO's still have their finger
on the musical pulse as their unorthadox semi acoustic style
is stiU wowing audiences.
This was an incredibly intimate gig with the crowd
practically up on the stage and if they ever decide to come
back this reporter will be front row centre.

L

He spent most of the show
walking among the audience
and chatting away with
people.
This familiarity wasn't
confusing as it was along the
lines
of
what
O'Unbelievables
usually
produce. The audience got
into his act and a lot of laughs
were had all round.
It was particularly
memorable for those poor
unfortunates
who
were
dragged up on stage!
Supporting Pat on his
nationwide
tour
was
comedian Deirdre O'Kane.
A former actress and best
remembered
for
her
appearances on 'Fergus's
Wedding' and 'The Fitz'
(BBC), O'Kane started on the

comedy circuit in 1996.
She warmed up the
audience nicely and, unlike
many female comics, she
avoided using sexist jokes as
the basis of her routine.
The
show
provides
welcome financial income
for Shortt since it is uncertain
whether he will work again
with Jon Kenny of the
O'Unbelievables. Kenny took
ill this year with a rare form
of cancer and is still in
recovery period.
Even without his partner in
crime, Pat Shorn gave a
sterling performance and
looked solid throughout.
He is by far one of the
finest comics in the country
and brings something a little
different to the stage.

Pat Shortt: spent most of the show walking among
the audience and chatting away with people

Black Mag" in the Olympia
Block Rebel Motvrrycle ClUb,
17Je Oljmpia

By Ciara CUDII8De

A strange sight greets us when we
.firace into the Olympia tonight.
Instead of the usual bright lights and
empty stage while the venue mls~
darkness rules as a DJ spins mellow
dance and rock grooves on a smoke
filled stage. It sets the tempo for an
extraordinary and inspiring show.
The DJ set creates a blis ful
ambience that gently eases us into
support act, 'TyCobb's performance.
They create an unu ual vi ual
spectacle; just two guitari ts, a drum
machine and amp embelIi bed with
lights. Lead guitari t, the hugely
afroed Ryan. told me afterward that
there i also a bassist and drummer,
but they could not afford to fly from
Philadelphia.
Nevertheless, the two men aptly fill
the tage with their adroit guitar licks
and rhythms. imilar to BRMC, they
alternate lead vocals and guitar part
and to an equally great effect. An EP
is planned for these hore oon.
After 'TyCobb,' the DJ reappears to
lead us into the main act. BRMC
arrive to a euphoric reactIOn.

Controversially, they open with new
song, '6 Barrel Shot Gun', but it is
well received. The set is a superb
blend of crowd pleasers from the
eponymous debut, and brilliant new
tunes from a new LP the band expect
to have out by April.
The difference between BRMC and
other bands is that they create such an
amazing atmosphere, not by stage
tricks, but their mesmerizing playing.
Their reticence during the show
carries on offstage, although they are
polite with it. The song begin to

merge into a speDbinding mesh as I
relinquish myself to the music.
Deafening guitars. pounding dnuns,
flashing tights and swirling red
smoke transcend the room to another
level. 'Whatever Happened to My
Rock 'n' RoD {punk song}' i the
highlight, as the crowd connect with
the band in a perfect unity of
understanding.
The moshpit loses control, but even
getting soaked with a pint cannot
lessen my elation.
A bUly religious experience.
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From Hobbits to Light Sabres
By Bryan Collins

T

his Christmas, two
major franchises are
gunning for a space in
your DVD collection. Peter
Jackson is having a second go
at the market with the release
of a special edition of 'The
Fellowship of the Ring'.
Meanwhile, Lucas is rousing
his sizable fan base with
'Attack of The Clones'.
A long time ago in a galaxy
far far away, there lived a
hobbit or something to that
effect.
Jackson's
interpretation
of
JRR
Tolkein's Lord of the Rings is
a
hair-raisingly
epic
masterpiece. Still though, I
approached this special
edition with a touch of
scepticism. Its release is a
slap in the face to those who
bought the no-frills edition,
released last August.
Not only that, but the
special edition is especially
expensive at just under €50.
Hasn't the franchise made
enough money already?
To Jackson's credit, his
special edition tale of Elves,
Orcs and Wizards won me
over. The four CD volume
you can shake a h
The DVD holds not one but
four, yes, four, commentaries
by the cast, the production
crew, the writer and of

course Peter himself. There's
plenty of behind-the-scenes
footage, more than enough
documentaries to pass the
festive season; there's even
an interactive map of Middle
Earth!
It is, however, the new cut
of the film that puts the
special in special edition.
Peter Jackson has seamlessly
edited an extra half an hour of
footage into the film. Wasn't
it long enough at just under
three hours before?
The answer is a definite no.
The extra half-hour adds
greatly to what was already a
film so broad in depth and
scope. It was frightening.
Included in the extra halfhour are scenes in the Shire,
the gift giving sequence, and
extra action footage. This is
the definitive version of the
film.
(Alas
no
Tom
Bombadil, though Jackson
cxp'
wh
in
the
commentary.
If
you
hated
The
Fellowship of the Ring. this
special edition won't change

This Christmas, two major franchises are gunning for a space in your DVD collection: a special edition of The
Fellowship of the Ring and Attack of The Clones
your mind. This DVD is
going to appeal to those who
devoured the book and
praised the film. The
exhaustive list of extras
should satisfy even the
hungriest hobbit enthusiast.
eviewing Star Wars is
a mute point. Fans are
going to buy this no
matter what the critics say.
Still, are they right to part
with the overvalued Euro?
Attack of the Clones had
its problems. The dialogue
was awful. The acting was
ropey in patches and why did
that middle bit go on for so
long? But, people have ~
unfairly harsh on the film.
The prequels had quite a

R

legacy to live up to, i.e. one
of the greatest franchises
ever. Also, I don't know if
anyone has watched the
original trilogy recently but
the dialogue wasn't up to
much then either.
Despite its problem, Attack
of the Clones is a success.
The film looks great, its
climax being a case in point
(hell, even Yoda uses a light
sabre). Acting wise, Ewan
Mc Greggor and Christopher
Lee
hold
themselves
admirably.
Hayden
Christensen is good at the
angry bits while Nathalie
Portman looks hot. Plot wise,
LuCaS ties some of his IlIriDgs
topdler nic:ely. IAJC8S f8r
away galaxy might not be as
profound as Middle Earth but

it's still good fun.
When it comes to the
stronger film the force might
be with Peter Jackson but
don't write off Lucas's Attack
of the Clones DVD either.
The Phantom Menace's
extras were, in the words of a
certain baker, 'exceedingly
good'. The ample supply of
extras turned what was a
mediocre film into an
essential purchase. There's
no let up with Attack of The
Clones.
Included is the
obligatory commentary, an
extensive series of behind the
scenes documentaries and die
famous or perhaps infamous
deleted scenes.
11lOse a'iti:"'......._
argued that the deleted

were not of the action kind,
and focused too much on the
poorly written romance
between Anakin and Padme.
Maybe, but the film itself is
bloated
with
action
The deleted
sequences.
scenes add a nice touch to the
film's background. (Perhaps
Lucas should have deleted a
few more scenes from the
actual film though?) The
documentaries are insightful
and prove interesting viewing
for any self-confessed fan.
Ultimately, if you have to
make the call between the

two frapcbises thiB ChristmaS
borrow your mate's Star

Wars. Jackson's offering is
lord of the DVD's and wortb
every inflated cent.

Two Towers to
lord over Christmas
box office
By Miguel Delaney
The hype only just seems to
have died down since the last
Harry Potter but excitement
is already building for yet
another fantasy novel sequel.
Yes, December sees the

much-anticipated release of
the second instal1ment of the
Lord of the Rings trilogy: the
Two Towers.
The film of the second
book in JRR Tolkien's saga
has a lot to live up to. The
Fellowship of the Ring was a
breathtaking visual epic
featuring
groundbreaking
special effects. Probably the
biggest movie series since the
original Star Wars trilogy, its
four Oscars, host of Baftas
and millions of dollars taken
in reflect it huge popularity.
There looks to be no reason
why The Two Towers will be
any different. It was shot at
the same time as The
Fellowship of the Ring so
there should be a great deal of
continuity in the quality of
the acting and atmosphere.
With the special effects.
director Peter Jackson has
already said that they are "ten
times better" this time around
so we should be in for
another treat.
One of the most impressive
aspects of the Fellowship of
__ t!t~

J~itlg _~a~c;-'!o.~ J~cJ1!q.n.

managed to condense the
vastness of the book onto the
screen.
With The Two Towers
however, it will be interesting
to see how he-copes with the
new problem of having to
deal with the two different
stories of the book.
One part covers Ring
bearer Frodo and hi faithful
companion Sam as they
continue on their perilous
quest to Mordor.
The other follows Aragorn,
Legolas and Gimli as they
The film of the second book in JRR Tolkien's saga has a lot to live up to
hunt the Orcs who captured
Merry and Pippin. They must
The majority of that will digitally created Treebeard bearer of the ring. WETA
also seek allies as they face come in the film's centre- and wise King of Rohan, Workshop, those responsible
the combined forces of piece - the Battle at Helm'
Theodon, played by Bernard for the effects in Fellow hip
Hill.
Orthanc and Barad-Dur, the Deep.
of the Ring, have employed
groundbreaking
strongholds of Saruman and
Described by the film's
The film also marks the the
Sauron to which the film's special effects guru Richard return of Gandalf (don't technique of digital motion
capture to animate the
title refers.
Taylor as "one of the greatest worry, it's not a poiler, he'
Jackson will also have the triumphs of cinema history" in the trailer), reborn as the character and it will be
task of making this film a lot this digitally created battle infinitely more powerful intriguing to see how he is
brought to the screen.
darker. Gone will be the will consist of Aragorn Gandalf the White.
innocence of the hobbits. leading the Riders of Rohan
If Jackson manage to pull
However, the most eagerly
Instead. we will see Frodo agains 10,000 Ores.
awaited aspect of the Two such brave moves off, then
increasingly succumb to the
The Two Tower will also Tower
will
be
the The Two Towers look all set
evil of the Ring. while there see a lost of new characters appearance of Gollum. the to surpas the Fellow hip of
will also be a much greater introduced, including the emaciated and twisted former the Ring and provide a true
classic this Chri tmas.
••d9~e qfst~'!t~.aJ)~£¥JIa~~:.. __ ••
••
_
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CD end unbeaten run
rFootbalI
Higher Education Gaelic
Iiotban League, Div I
Drr J.(J7 UCD 3-06

SeamasReilly
s Senior Football side
y saw their unbeaten

in the higher education
come to an end as
fell to a strong UCD
this month.
After the recent victories
.
Trinity and DeU,
were full of confidence
· g into the game.
was a sign of the newly
~ regard in which the
are held that UCD
13
of
their
lded
dlampionship winning team.
~IT started the game
brightly, quickly going into a
o point lead.
However the sheer
quality of the Belfield side
~!displayed in devastating
•......00 as UCD scored a
brilliant goal from a
eeping counter attack
UIIy moments later.
DIT split the UCD
defence to create a good goal
ICoring chance. However
the shot was saved and four
SWift passes later the ball

rr

was nestling in the back of
the DITnel
Two more UCD goals
followed in quick succession
and a rout looked a distinct
possibility.
However DIT showed the
character that marked them
apart in their last two games
as they fought their way
back into the game.

Points from McCormack,
Carlton
and
Marrinan
brought DIT to within five
points of UCD at the break.
After the restart two quick
UCD points only served to
galvanise DIT as they
enjoyed their best passage of
the game. McCormack hit a
deflected goal while points
from Stephen Bray and the

dynamic Declan O'Mahony
brought DIT to within two
points of UCD with 15
minutes to go. The final
minutes however proved
agonising for DIT as they
missed a host of good
opportunities in their search
for the goal that would win
the game.
UCD finally
killed the match off with
three unanswered points in

the final moments.
DIT however could be
proud of their performance
as they were never overawed
by UCD's big~
1bey displayed excellent
teamwork, passion and
commitment and in truth
dominated 50 of the game's
60 minutes. Duffy, Kelly,
McCormack and Carlton
were all central to this, but
DIT's man of the match on
the day was full back
Stephen Halpin who put in
an awesome performance.
UCD's three flfSt half
goals
however simply
proved too high a mountain
to scale.
DIT:
Duffy,
MacMorrough,
Halpin,
Faughnan, Smith, Kelly,
Hanafm, Mooney (C ),
Walsh, Marrinan, Bray,
McCormack,
Prio~
McCaigue, Carlton
Subs:
O'Mahoney,
McGrath, Lowery, Canning,
Gahan
UCD: McGill, CosteUo,
Evans. B 0 hAnnaidb,
Maguire, Lucey, BreeD, D 0
hAnnaigh, Magee, Barry,
Fallon, Hanley, Casey,
Ronaghan, McDonald
Subs: O'Connor, Murphy.

Third place finish shows
,~~;~~~~1the country's
DITelite
break
top into
six.

over
UoII1da111r C'Ompleted a bat"fIellOlies for DIT

.~

displays in
their victories over 1iinlty
and a formidable DCU
side.
MeanwhUe the team
could take heart from their

splrltfl defeat to

a
.....1Ik place in the top
two and quaIlftcation for
the semi-ftnaIs of the
Lague.
Joe Moran can now
consider his side serious
contende
for
the
SJaenon Cup.

stUddedUCD

a

sUabt
in

It can only be hoped that
the panel continue the
good work they have put in
already this season.
Meanwhile DIT play
their first match in the new
Grangegonnan pitch on
Tuesday December 10
against
St
Patrick's
Training College.

There is much optimism
that baving their own

home ground will at last
put DIT on an equal
footing witb all the major
powers of third level
Gaelic Football.
Up to now:
poGl"
perfOI'llUUlCeS have often
been blamed OD the lack of
aq
training ground.
1be new facilities are DO
more than a 10 miDule
walk from BoItoa
should be a buge

DIT.

angegorma
pIayiiIc deeper. they started to gain

0-1 Limerick IT
s debut in Grangegonnan
~j~DCfi~ the

long awaited move to
northside campus, full of
.se and potential but ultimately
led opportuniti .
A controversial Limerick penalty
the fmal minutes poiled the
. g of the site as the Munster
came away with a 1·0 victory.
Coming off the back of a recent 5victory, and finally playing at their
ground, the omens were good
DIT. However it was the visitors
started most promisingly.
Limerick's Sbane O'Donoghue
.tiaUy proved a real threat for
defence as hi pace w him
~uously beat the Dublin side's
·de trap.
It was only a combination of poor
· biog and some excellent saves
by Ogy Kennedy in the DIT goal,
· b prevented Limerick taking an
y lead. However, once DIT's
-beck line nullified this threat by

CODtIO •

The central midfield pairing of
Mooney and
olan began to
increasingly impo
themsel ,
feeding
pacey
winger Paul

Bradsbaw.
Always looking dangerous on

only to have their

smcltWired by Limerick keeper
Caoavan.
At the
-end Limerick's centreforward was UrshIy ruled offside, as
he was put lean through on goal.
The lin
was embroiled in
further controversy later on in the

ball. Bradshaw's ~ dribbles ofIal
flattered to deceive. Too many times
his crosses failed to meet their man.
On the half hour mark he bad
DIT' best chance. He received the
ball from the tidy, industrious left
back Fergus Quinn. Bradsbaw took
on Limerick's right full and dropping
his left boulder, cut inside. His shot
was powerfully struck but sailed
wide.

1bat was a reflection of DIT's
first half performance, as for all their
hard work they simply lacked
cutting edge.

In the second half DIT came out
all guns blazing. Twice it looked like
a defender would break the
deadlock. AIan Ramsey and SeD
McManus both surged into the box

DIT manaaer Mickey Whelan,
serving as the referee' assi tanto was
involved in a scuffle with Limerick's
John Mc amara after the full back
noticed Wbelan bad flung his flag on
the ground.
Then disaster struck. A Limerick
ball into the box caused confusion
for the defence. Tackles flew in, and
Nicholas Nolan was adjudged of
taking down an attacker in the box.
The penalty was placed firmly into
the corner.
Disaster true again for DIT
when Bradshaw was stretehered off
after a bard tackle from the Umerick
centre-half. DIT, having already
used their one outfield sub, were
forced to bring on sub keeper Paul

Morgan. Morgan however abnost
saved the game in dramatic fashion
as he narrowly missed with an
exquisite chip.
With time running out Dlr laid
siege to Umerick' goal. The ball
bounced and bobbIed iD the box but
just would not go in. Peter Boyd
finely-struck curling shot forced a
finger tip save from Canavan. With
only seconds remaining a flying
header hit the crossbar. It just 91 't
to be DIT's day.
DlT: 6gy Kennedy,
teven
Levins, Fergus Quinn, Alan Ramsey,
Andy Farrel, Jonathan Mooney,
Sbane Brennan, icholas olan,
Kieron Redmond, Paul Bradsbaw,
Peter Boyd. Subs: Paul Morpn,
Ciaran Spratt
UT:
ia1l Canav
McManus, John Mc amara.
Finucans, Keitb
Conlan. Simon Keating,
e
Clancy, Patrick Girkey Sbane
O'Donohue, Gary Spaddea. Subs:
Ian I aocaster. Kevin Maboney, ialI
Mills
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Hynes takes silver as DIY come fifth
in Cross Country Championships
By Colin McGann
SINCE we have arrived back to
college it's been raining non-stop.
or so it seems. Every weekend the
sports news is littered with
cancellations. For a while Tolka
Park could have replaced the
under construction national
aquatic centre. It's not very
glamorous being a sportsperson
during an Irish winter but this is
what cross-country runners
prepare for during the other three
seasons.
On
Tuesday
the
26th
November Athlone IT played
host to the HESF Cross Country
Championships. DIT has always
been well placed in these
championships despite a lack of
athletes. On this occasion four of
our boys went to the starting line.
Athlone have hosted this race
for the last number of years and
the course has gained a reputation
for being very fast. Despite the
amount of rain we have had the
course remained remarkably dry
and so suited the quicker runners.
Gary Hynes. who had finished
a remarkable 10th in the All
Ireland Inter County Cross
Country championships the
previous Sunday, again showed
. ability by racing himself into
second place.
With three runners to score this
put DIT in contention for a high
team placing.
Liam Dunne followed Gary
home in 16th place and the DIT
team was completed by Austin
Denis in 29th and Cathal Doolin
in 34th. Sligo IT claimed the first
team prize with their runners
finishing on 22 points.
Surprise second team was
Tralee IT on 23 points with

Despite a lack
of athletes, DIT
have
placed well in
the HESF Cross
Country
Championships
in the past

Tallaght IT placing third. Garda
training college beat DIT for
fourth.
The race was won by David
Kelly of Tallaght IT and third was
Gearoid O'Connor also from
Tallaght IT. DIT Sports Officer,
McClelland,
was
Herbie
delighted with the display by the
team and said, "Gary gave a
brilliant performance and fifth of
teams is a very good result
for us."
This is in light of the recent
Inter Varsity Road Relays that
were held in Maynooth. This
consists of a relay of five legs,
with distances varying from one
to three miles.
On the day DIT had only four
athletes and so one athlete had to
run twice. This meant that DIT
couldn't place in the team
competition.

The seven athletes are due to
travel to Nenagh for the Inter
Varsity Indoor Track and Field
Championships.
Gary Hynes will be in
contention for a medal in the
3000m, and Herbie is hopeful that
DIT can also pick up a medal in
the sprints
The next important athletics
fixture takes place in Dublin. On
the 15th February DCU will be
hosting the Inter Varsity crosscountry championships.
In the New Year Herbie is
looking to attract new athletes to
the club. Runners of all levels are
welcome and this race would be
ideal for people to come together
for the coming year.
For track athletes the college
season begins in April. The dates
have yet to be finalised but during

this month the Inter Varsity
championships will take place in
Galway. Athletes looking to take
art in these are a ked to get in
P
touch with the sports officer as
soon as possible.

DCU and SI Pats
interrupt winning
run
By 5arah Graham
DIT Ladies basketball team started the ICBA
colleges League in style on November 6th
with the complete destruction of a less
experienced Inchicore team. DIT were missing
a few players but had the advantage of
playing in Belvedere, a court they are very
well accustomed to by now. It was indeed an
enjoyable game but with a score of 75-10, the
girls hardly broke a sweat.
However, on November 13th it was a
completely different story as DIT hosted 5t
Pats, a college rich in basketball tradition.
Although a little intimidated in the first
quarter, the DIT girls settled down in the
second and began to profit from well
executed plays. They picked up the pace in
the third quarter and thanks to the clever
passes of point guard Usa Maher and the allimportant scores from Alice Heffernan, the
girls came within a basket going into the
fourth quarter. Unfortunately 5t Pats edged
ahead despite the excellent defence of Cathy
Molloy and Olwyn Lawlor and stole the game
by only a handful of baskets.
The 21st of November witnessed another
whipping by DIT. This time in the IT League
and against a small number of players from
Tallaght IT (TIn. This was a very enjoyable
game to play as Coach Claire Goss promised
everyone a pint if we reached the hundred
mark. Much to our dismay, we only managed
89 points to 17, which was still our best
scoreline of the season so far.

Our next opponents in the ICBA League
were the extremely skilled OCU team. This
DIT have had serious trouble was our first away game in this League so it
forming competitive teams and took awhile to get used to the court. The
coming up to Christmas Herbie clear plastic boards and titanium rings
would appreciate anyone looking ensured that not a single shot would drop for
to get involved in athletics in DIT On; who are accustomed to the traditional
wooden and steel hoops. The high-speed
to get in touch sooner rather than game was neck and neck for three of the
later. Judging from the results in qua
wWl
~ng DCU score for
Athlone there
. rnl"'.'·I-KOn!. OfIIVfNe, dISaster struck in the last
now it is a matter for numbers to quarter as OCU found a new lease of life and
show.
hit long range shots in our faces. Nothing
could be done only accept the deceptive score
As of yet there are very few of 36-56.
ladies involved in the club but
The Ladies and Men's teams must 1"iM!'"'OUI'
New Years resolutions to get national buses and travel to play carlow IT on
some exercise would be much Thursday the 28th of November. Although
appreciated.
beating them last year, the Carlow team can
Herbie McClelland Sports never be under-estimated and with only one
Officer can be contacted anytime win from three in the ICBA League, we need
on 087 2245507
to beat them again.

r

Unbeaten and hungry for success
beginning to shine through and
hopes are high going into 2003.
Meanwhile the club is
organising a trip to Italy for a
basketball tournament during
the Easter break from April 17 to
21. Attempts are currently being
made to organise a funding
event for what would be a great
chance to put DIT on the map in
Europe. A raffle for an X-Box
will be held just before
Christmas and your support
would be greatly appreciated.

DIT Men's Basketbtdl
By Dennot Kavanagh
The DIT Men's team has had a
great start to the season with an
unbeaten record so far. And that
form has continued into
November as the team is well in
the hunt for honours.
DIT played Tallaght IT on the
November 21 in what was a
tight game at Belvedere. It took
DIT a long time to get going but
after stepping up their defence in
the second quarter, they soon
began to take control, going in at
half-time with a four POint lead.
ITT's slight height advantage
had been a constant threat to
DIT, but after changing tactics
and introducing a faster line-up,
DIT soon regained dominance.
Dermot
Madson
was
inspirational on the day, while
both Declan Rice and Shaun
Coughlan put in fme defensive
displays to hold off a late ITT
surge and ensure DIT ran out 14
point winners.
Next up for DIT was RCSI on
November 23.
Having just
beaten Trinity the previous
week, RCSI were a team on
form so the DIT side had to

.•.............................
The Basketball Club won Club of the Year in February 2002
focus on their own strengths.
They did so, with big men John
Noms and Dave Harrison
putting in fme offensive displays
and grabbing big boards,
helping DIT to secure a
commanding lead before halftime.
DIT however had a bad third
quarter going down by 13
points. The side showed their
remarkable resilience in the final
quarter regaining their lead
within two minutes. Declan Rice
and Dermot Kavanagh both
worked very hard in defence to
hold off the RCSI attack and

hold out for a hard-fought eight
point victory.
DtT next faced Carlow OIl
November 28. Carlow have
proven tough opposition for DIT
in the past but this time the
Dublin side ran away with a 8141 victory. James Daran stood
out in what was a magnificent
team performance.
So after a mixed start to the
league season, DIT's men are
beginning to show how well
they have adapted to the higher
standard of opposition this year.
The team's strengths are

If you are lmer.ted In
ng you
andIor
....ltured
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col
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,
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at 4023071, or by
at
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sport-ng momen

Compiled by Miguel Delaney, Daragh
Clifford, ]ason Burke and Ciaran
Mu"ay
The script was supposed to
read Kerry v Dublin in this
year's All-Ireland Football
Fmal. Kerry did their part,
producing some fine displays
of football against Kildare,
Galway and Cork. Dublin
howev
succumbed to a
tubborn
and
often
inspiratioDal. Armagh ide,
led by the brilliance of Kieran

McGeeney.

fiiW
gb, was
IUPllJOSCd'to be a dance in the
for Kerry. But the
()vcrwhelming
tag
of
~
rvcd only to
• • A,rmagb. The Ulster
county produced one of the
greatest defensi e di plays
ever in the second half of the
final to give Armagh their
first All-Ireland. The pitch
invasion that foil ed
DIIllDCd up the pirit of
Armagh. E1edric.

the better side throughout the
game. McCartby's side, 1~
down to a Miroslav lOose
header, found themselves
within minutes of a World
CupexiL
Having thrown everything
including Kevin KiIbane at
the German goal, Ireland bad
simply been unable to beat
Oliver Kahn. Deep into
stoppage time a long ball was
ploughed up towards iall
Quinn. He flicked it on for
the
controversial Keane
to bury past Kahn and keep
Ireland in the orld Cup.

putt all year.

s. Ireland beat
Australia

On a unique day wbeaall
three of the Southern
Hemispheres rugby powers
were beaten, Ireland finally
banished the memory of
Micbael Lynagh and the
beartache of the 1991 World
Cup.
At a windswept
Lansdowne Road, Ireland
triumpbed 18-9 to record the
first Irish victory over
Australia on home soil since
1968. Man of the match

Ronan O'Gara converted .
penalties. The Aussies could
not cope with Ireland'
tactics and excellent kicking
game. This combined with a
passionate defensive display
led by captain Brian
O'Driscoll eJlSUed a f
win for Irisb rugby and a
place on our top ten.

victory in one of the world's
greatest races. In winning the
race that stops a nation Media

Puzzle became oaly the
second
Northern
Ifemispbeie-traiDed horse to
do so. Huge cmtit must go to
Dermot Weld wl\O took the
brave decision to send Media
Puzzle to Australia, despite
the horse's loss of form and
the fact be
as not
guaranteed a p~ in the
Melbourne Cup field. After a
thrilling victory in the
Geelong Cup.
Puzzle
was backed from 6611 to 411
favourite for
F1en:dnston
spectacJe and duly obliged
with a stnDDms victory.

2

2

ever. Micbael Schumacher
joined the legendary Juan
Manuel Fangio as a five time
FI Champion.
Along the way, be amassed
a record points total, won a
record 11 races became the
first driver to complete every
race on the podium. secured
the title in the quickest time.
and now holds the record for
race wins.
The perfect dri er in a
flawless Ferrari made for a
dream season and thus it
mates our lisL

